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10D9N Highlights of Balkans
Slovenia | Croatia | Bosnia & Herzegovina
Day 1: Arrival in Sarajevo
Upon arrival at Sarajevo International Airport, meet and greet with our representative. Proceed
for a half day city tour. You will be taken to visit the main historical monuments in the Old Town
including the National Library of Bosnia, Emperor’s Mosque, the Latin Bridge, Ashkenazi
Synagogue, Congregational Church, Catholic Cathedral, Gazi-Husrev Bey’s Mosque and Library.
Then, transfer to the hotel for check in. Overnight in Sarajevo.
Day 2: Sarajevo
B
After breakfast at the hotel, continue to the spring river of Bosna and the Tunnel of Hope, also
known as Sarajevo Tunnel. This underground tunnel was constructed between March and June
1993 during the Siege of Sarajevo in the midst of the Bosnian War. It was built by the Bosnian
Army in order to link the city of Sarajevo, which was entirely cut off by Serbian forces, with
Bosnian-held territory on the other side of the Sarajevo Airport, an area controlled by the United
Nations. The tunnel linked the Sarajevo neighborhoods of Dobrinja and Butmir, allowing food, war
supplies, and humanitarian aid to come into the city, and allowing people to get out. After that,
visit Bosnia’s Olympic Mountains, known as Bjelasnica and Igman. Enjoy the sport activities
offered such as paragliding, riding 4 wheel motorbikes or hiking on your own expense. In the
evening, return to the hotel and overnight in Sarajevo.
Day 3: Sarajevo – Konjic – Pocitelj – Mostar
B
After breakfast at the hotel and check out, continue to Pocitelj via Konjic. Stop for a short break to
the amazing sparkling waterfalls of Kravice. Upon arrival in Pocitelj, see the village that was built
by a natural karst amphitheater along the Neretva River. Visit Medieval Blagaj Fort, which is
known as Stjepan grad by the locals. Next, transfer to Mostar and stop for photos at the six-arched
Ottoman Stone Bridge and the Tower Museum. Transfer to the hotel for check in and overnight in
Mostar.
Day 4: Mostar – Budva – Kotor – Dubrovnik
B
After breakfast at the hotel and check out, you will be taken to Budva and Kotor. Budva is a
historical town dating back the Venetian Republic. Proceed to Kotor; a coastal city in Montenegro.
Kotor is a part of the World Heritage Site, dubbed the Natural and Culture-Historical Region of
Kotor. Then, you will visit the old city of Dubrovnik, dubbed the “Pearl of the Adriatic”, and walk
along the Stradun. Continue to the famous Pile Gate, the natural starting point to visit Dubrovnik.
Transfer to the hotel for check in and overnight in Dubrovnik.
Day 5: Dubrovnik – Split
B
After breakfast at the hotel and check out, continue to Split. It is a town on Croatia’s Dalmatian
Coast, is known for its beaches and the fortress-like complex at its center, Diocletian's Palace,
erected by the Roman emperor in the 4th century. Upon arrival, transfer to the hotel for check in.
Overnight in Split.
Day 6: Split - Plitvice Lakes – Rijeka
B
After breakfast at the hotel and check out, transfer to Plitvice Lakes National Park. Upon arrival,
you will begin your adventure of discovering the whole park area. The beauty of the National Park
lies in its 16 lakes, inter-connected by a series of waterfalls, and set in deep woodland populated
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by deer, bears, wolves, boars and rare bird species. Then, continue to Rijeka, a Croatian port city
on Kvarner Bay in the northern Adriatic Sea. It’s known as a gateway to Croatia’s islands. Transfer
to the hotel for check in. Overnight in Rijeka.
Day 7: Rijeka – Pula – Bled – Ljubljana
B
After breakfast and check out from the hotel, continue to Ljubljana via Pula and Bled. Begin your
journey by visiting the remains of ancient Roman times written in the city walls in Pula. Then, you
will travel to the pearl of Slovenian Alps, Bled. See the Glacier lake surrounded by high and mighty
mountain peaks in the middle of which lies a small island with a church that is protected by a
thousand year old castle situated on a mountain. Continue your trip to Ljubljana. Ljubljana is the
capital city of Slovenia that has a wonderful atmosphere and classified as a mid-sized European
city. The highlights of Ljubljana are the wonderful bridges and the banks of Ljubljanica River. Walk
down Preseren square, central pharmacy or Hauptmann house, Triple Bridge which is actually just
one bridge and many more. Transfer to the hotel for check in. Overnight in Ljubljana.
Day 8: Ljubljana – Zagreb
B
After breakfast and check out from the hotel, proceed to Zagreb. Upon arrival, you will be taken on
a Zagreb city tour and you will see all the historic parts of Zagreb’s lower and upper town. Visit St
Stephen’s Cathedral, the Farmers Market and the small Cradec Town. Then, transfer to the hotel
for check in. Overnight in Zagreb.

TERMS & CONDITIONS
 Prices are subject to change without
prior notice.
 In the event hotel is unavailable,
hotel of similar class will be booked.
 Other terms & conditions apply.
 Visit
http://www.cit.travel/termsconditions for more terms &
conditions.
 Validity: 31 December 2018

Thank you and don’t forget to book
your next travel arrangement with CIT!

Day 9: Zagreb – Bihac – Jajce – Travnik – Sarajevo
B
After breakfast and check out from the hotel, continue to Sarajevo. En route, visit Bihac and the
amazing river Una. Then, travel to Jajce. The city itself is an open air museum with a 17 meter
waterfall in the heart of the town. Visit the Fortress of Travnik, the Colored Mosque and Elci
Ibrahim Pasha’s Madrasah. Upon arrival in Sarajevo, transfer to the hotel for check in. Overnight in
Sarajevo.
Day 10: Sarajevo
B
After breakfast and check out from the hotel, transfer to the airport for your departing flight.

Hotel Information
PRICE PER PAX / PRICE QUOTED IN MYR

Hotel
Kompas
Hotel,
similar
Thank you! And don’t forget
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yourBled
next4☆or
travel arrangement
with CIT!
Hollywood Hotel, Sarajevo 4☆ or similar
Kapetanovina Hotel, Mostar 4☆or similar
Sol Hotel, Dubrovnik 4☆or similar
Corner Hotel, Split 4☆or similar
Jadran Hotel, Rijeka 4☆or similar
Birokrat Hotel, Ljubljana 4☆or similar
Aristos Hotel, Zagreb 4☆or similar
**Peak season surcharge may apply.
**Child 6 – 12 years old fare is 50% from adult’s fare
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Kompas Hotel, Bled 4☆
Cankarjeva cesta 2, 4260 Bled, Slovenia
http://www.kompashotel.com/
Kapetanovina Hotel, Mostar 4☆
Mostar 88000, Bosnia and Herzegovina
http://www.kapetanovina.com/
Corner Hotel, Split 4☆
Mazuranicevo setaliste 1, 21000, Split, Croatia
http://www.hotelcorner.eu/en/
Birokrat Hotel, Ljubljana 4☆
Dunajska cesta 191, 1000 Ljubljana, Slovenia
http://www.birokrathotel.si/

Hollywood Hotel, Sarajevo 4☆
Dr. Mustafe Pintola 23, Ilidža 71210, Bosnia & Herzegovina
http://www.hotel-hollywood.ba/2/index.php/en/
Sol Hostel, Dubrovnik 4☆
Obala pape Ivana Pavla II 13 20000 Dubrovnik, Croatia
http://www.sol.hr/hr/hostel-sol
Jadran Hotel, Rijeka 4☆
Šetalište XIII divizije 46, 51000, Rijeka, Croatia
http://www.jadran-hoteli.hr/jadran
Aristos Hotel, Zagreb4☆
Cebini ul. 33, 10000, Zagreb, Croatia
https://www.hotel-aristos.hr/

